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I was the blue morpho, one of the most beautiful butterflies in the world.
The colors of my wings allowed me to make camouflage and hide from predators,
and sometimes, if I noticed the big lizards and birds coming toward me,
I released the strong smell that chased them away.
But I loved people. They were almost always happy to see me.
Almost always.
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The Poet / Holly Day
The ship crashes against the rocks and a poem
Forms in her head right as she flies over the railing
Something so perfect and beautiful it must be written down
Must be remembered. She invokes the first stanza
For the otters watching curiously from the rocks,
The seals lounging carelessly on the beach
The dolphins she knows must be lurking just past the shallows
Because there are always dolphins watching shipwrecks
And dolphins are smart and literate enough to understand.
She shouts the lines as clearly as she can
Despite the screaming of the other passengers
Despite the rending, grinding agony of the hull against the rocks
Despite the shrieks of the confused seagulls whirling overhead
Because she knows this is a poem that cannot be lost
And somebody has to be left behind to carry it on.
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Dandelion / Jennifer Leider
grimed streetlamps light
pavement plagued with glass
straining—the moon doesn’t come around here
police sirens sing strawberry blueberry
and your hair smells like papaya
youthful energy
in the skulking night gangs
baby-faced boys with jutting chins
hoping guns turn them men
they won’t bother us anyways
this bodega smells like
donkeys and cigarettes and sulfur
we heave ourselves over the fence
to the neighborhood pool
your dad thinks you like boys
the water is warm and
chartreuse in cheap starlight
I hold you
all elbows and grasshopper legs
you taste like chlorine and summer
so much dirt in this town
I kiss the crime rates from your neck
you point out how the broken glass bottles
look like diamonds
if we squint and tilt our heads
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Terrarium Poem / Heather Lee Rogers
Racing at infertility
I urgently buy plants
research hot obsessing
what survives a black thumb
what won’t kill a black cat
She’s too cute
to eat with sense
I’m too cute
to want a child
I redesign, I nest
blood urgency mistaken
as green life, cat life,
love life fills my womb
and thirteen possible models
of the same exact toilet
I faint from art deco
encaustic cement tiles
while my cranky cycle
defies arithmetic
but if the plant is spiky
and lives in a jar
safe from the black thumb
safe from the black cat
if the plant is spiky
can it draw my lost blood
if the plant’s in a jar
can it clean my dead air
how many plants
how many days
in this black expanse
of dwindling tides and time

my creative grand gestation
is beautiful perfected
space
to be alone.
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TLC / Elaine Woo
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My Goodwins / Kika Dorsey
I am married to and mother of Dan Goodwins,
sew and darn Spiderman suits in the flickering
light of campfires while my Goodwins
scale highrises with suction cups and sky hooks.
They climbed the Sears Tower where my father
had taken me as a child, and I peered
at the lake and city, swallows flitting below me,
and I was home.
My Goodwins saw the power of fire in Las Vegas,
how it could take whole bodies down.
My Goodwins knew they could climb and rescue,
wanted to show the firefighters, who shot water
from hoses at them from the John Hancock Center,
shattered windows with axes,
extended hooks on poles to dislodge them,
but my Goodwins swung across the building
to allude them,
just as they stretch their arms toward me
when I tend to their wounds.
I tell them I know how to contain fire in the old black stove.
I sew them flags for their dead fathers
and they hang them on buildings on Memorial Day
when the sun burns the lakes
and my Goodwins climb like ants on a blade of grass,
my red Goodwins,
my men of air.
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My Goodwins climbed the World Trade Center.
I was spinning in my past that day, weaving
dreams into an image of my dead father’s eyes,
wondering how high I would have to fly to find him,
mind burning with my mother’s blueberries and cream
in a cabin by the lake, my father composing
music on electric piano and I afraid
of my body, its constant pull to birth, watching
blue jays attacking the gray cats
that climb their home of maple.
I think of planes now
while in my stone and wooden home,
of those metal birds
and the collapsing for flags and gods
and the taste of fire on my tongue
and ashes drifting
and my dead fallen father
and the feathers and wings in my Goodwins’ eyes.
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A Butterfly / Ana Vidosavljevic
Butterflies are not supposed to talk. Yes, I know that. But I am not an ordinary butterfly.
My parents were hippies led by the idea that we could change this world and make it a better place.
They believed in peace, love and freedom. And they lived the life they wanted. No constraints, no social
injustice, no racism, no hatred, no criminals, no violence, no corruption. Those were some of their ideals.
I was born one cold February day in the small apartment which my parents inherited from my mother’s
grandma. It was a natural home birth, as my mother used to say. There was a labor nurse, a woman called Sonya,
who helped my mother bring me to this world. But other than that, my mother did it all by herself and she was
proud of it. She used to say that I had appeared in the wondrous process that resembled the one of a caterpillar
turning into a beautiful butterfly.
Sonya became my godmother and our friend. And she named me Mariposa, which means “butterfly” in
Spanish.
I was the only Mariposa in our town, and I was proud of it. I carried my name gracefully like a butterfly.
When I was very little, my parents even made me butterfly wings that I wore on my back while dancing
happily.
My parents taught me to respect and appreciate everything I had and got and to be grateful for food,
clothes, toys and other things they provided me with. And I did. I folded neatly my clothes and kept all clean
clothing pieces in my small wooden closet. There were many old and faded jeans, T-shirts and skirts, but they
were always so lovingly arranged and they smelled so nicely that no one would notice their shabbiness even
when I wore them. They were clean and I wore them elegantly.
If there were some holes in those clothing pieces, my mum’s magic hands made them disappear. Moth
holes in my wool sweaters were so sad, but my mother patched those holes with embroidered butterflies and my
sweaters looked jolly again. She used some beautiful embroidery patterns to mend the patches and torn parts
and no one ever guessed that those butterflies, frogs, rabbits, flowers on my jeans, sweaters, skirts, T-shirts and
dresses were necessity. Somehow, they seemed natural and original parts of my clothes.
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However, there was a war that our country led against some other far-away country that we didn’t know
much about. My parents and many other of their friends protested against this war, against killing people, against
sending our countrymen to kill other people. My parents took part in every protest, every demonstration against
these killings. They marched, held the signs against the war, yelled and sang. And many many other people did
the same. During those protests I stayed at home with Sonya and, sometimes, her daughter who was a baby in
that time. The three of us played and watched TV and didn’t go out during those dangerous hours that brought
turmoil, a lot of policemen all around the town and some suspense in the air.
I didn’t know much about anything what happened in the world, and I couldn’t understand. But I knew my
parents protested for a good cause.
In my innocence and incapability to understand the grown-up issues, I pretended I was a butterfly, a blue
morpho. I put my wings on my back and I danced around the room. The sparkling blue and dark wings carried
me over the hills, meadows and forests into the unknown and exotic places, where people swam in the rivers and
lived with the wild animals. I watched them and smiled. A couple of times, I flew over their heads and if I noticed
that they were friendly and liked butterflies, I landed on their shoulders and arms and made them smile.
Children loved me particularly. They ran after me and smiled. And they spread their arms pretending they were
butterflies as well. I wanted to tell them that they could be if they really wanted to.
I was the blue morpho, one of the most beautiful butterflies in the world. The colors of my wings allowed
me to make camouflage and hide from predators, and sometimes, if I noticed the big lizards and birds coming
toward me, I released the strong smell that chased them away. But I loved people. They were almost always
happy to see me. Almost always.
Once, I spread my wings and flew over the unknown exotic, tropical and warm forests. The humidity made
my wings heavy and I descended among the shrubs. I waited there and dried my wings in the sun.
Then, I heard some strange noise, as if some explosions had been approaching me. But I didn’t know what
those explosions were about. Then, I saw people running, among them scared children. Their faces were
petrified, they were scared and panicking, and they ran away in front of people with big guns and rifles. Those
people who carried the heavy weapons were angry. They were shouting madly, screaming some
incomprehensible words and shooting the people who ran away. I saw children falling down on the ground, as
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well as their parents. They fell and never stood up again. The blood covered the leaves and soil and the noise
exploded through the forest. I was scared.
The people with guns kept coming and shooting and some of them came too close to me. Out of blue, some
strange thing started flying toward me. It was not an animal, it was not a living thing, but it could fly faster and
more ferocious than anything I had even seen flying. And all of a sudden, it hit me. My wings went all in pieces
through the shrubs, the sparkling blue and black filled the air, and I looked at my own body exploding in the most
magnificent colors. I didn’t know what was going on, but I knew that I, the butterfly, the blue morpho, was dying.
And then I just stopped breathing. And my butterfly body disappeared in the void.
When I opened my eyes, I saw that I was lying in my bed. My butterfly wings were broken and Sonya was
sitting next to my bed. Her eyes were full of tears and she held the wet handkerchief in her hands and wept
slowly. Her sobbing voice hurt my heart.
“What happened, Sonya?” I asked with a feeble voice.
“You fell down the stairs, my dear child, when you heard the bad news.” She spoke cautiously. And she
turned her eyes to the other side as if fearing to face my eyes. I wanted my brain to work better. I wanted to
remember what the bad news was but I seemed so numbed and fragile.
“Your butterfly wings were damaged, my little Mariposa, but we will make the new ones.” She started
sobbing loudly again.
I looked around and remembered how I had died as a butterfly. But what had happened? And what the
bad news was? I was scared to ask Sonya.
I tried to stand up from my bed and walk, but it seemed that my leg was broken. And seeing my effort to
raise my body, she grabbed me in her arms, held me close to her chest and carried me to the living room.
All around the living room there were candles, and their burning warmed the entire room. I looked
around and saw the photos of my parents displayed on the shelves and table. The flowers were everywhere as
well, and the mix of the smells made the air suffocating. My heart started beating fast.
Sonya noticed my anxiety and confusion and she held me even harder to her chest.
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“It is all right, my dear child. They are now in some better place. And those awful men with
the guns who killed them will be brought to justice. They will be sentenced and left to rot in
some stinky cells condemned by the whole world.”
And then, everything came back to me. The memory of the bad news brought by the
neighbors and my shock and terror, and my falling down the stairs.
My parents were shot during one of the protests; they were shot by the policemen, the men
who were supposed to help people.
And what about all those ideals my parents had and embedded in me? Well, I don’t know.
Somehow, when they died, those ideals crashed for some time as well. But I am trying to bring
them back.
Sonya made me new butterfly wings. I am again the blue morpho. And that blue morpho flies
gracefully over people’s heads, makes them smile and laugh, and run after her. That butterfly
tries to bring her own faith in people back and in the ideals that once were, as her parents
taught her, the most precious things. The blue morpho sees the hope in children’s eyes and
believes optimistically that she and others would make those ideals become reality.
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The Green Dress / Kika Dorsey
It’s the green shiny dress that makes me bleed. The German student gave it to me, the young man with that
Aryan look, blond hair and aquamarine eyes. I had assigned to him a short story but he gave me a manuscript
large enough to be a book, a novella at least, and it’s in German, and he needs a new printer because the
letters are light and it will be hard to read. I wonder what it’s about. Probably the war, I think.
The dress he gave me has large white buttons made of ivory. It fits tight on my waist and flares out to
exaggerate my hips. I love this dress, though I’m wearing hiking boots and have no shoes here to go with it.
I’m far from my home.
I see a spot of blood on my belly, then another emerge on my arm. They trickle down the dress in droplets.
Suddenly I can’t keep track of the blood that streams down all over my body, and I realize it’s the dress, and I
tear it off of me, ivory buttons flying, tight waist ripping.
The story began, “Es gab zwei Häuse, und en dem Deutschen gab es ein Wolf, und en dem Amerikanischen
gab es eine Bombe.” And I, naked and so far from home, remember. I remember that I told my students that
America spends more money on the military than the next seven countries combined. I remember that the
German student lifted his finger as if testing the air, but when I called on him, he was silent.
I had learned two languages. One came from my mother and hunted in the forest, one was spice on the
tongue too hot to swallow.
The dress is ruined. Somehow I have no wounds. Rising sickle moon threshes the sky, and I lift my eyes to the
horizon, that border I will never be able to cross, no matter how far I walk.
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Under the Lights / Holly Day
I open my mouth and imagine birds are going to fly out
That inside me are flocks of birds that have struggled
With captivity for years. I will the birds to take form
Encourage them to force their way through my body, through my skin
Can almost feel their tiny claws struggling to find purchase
Along the slick, wet meat inside my chest.
Nothing comes out and I am empty, I don’t understand
I thought there was something better than me in here. The audience
Stares at me in impatient confusion from rows of folded metal chairs
They came here to see me do something special
They came to see something wonderful, or just something.
The bird song I thought I had dies in my throat, comes out finally
As only a croak, a whisper, a quiet and stuttering end.
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The Power of the Pen / Suzanne Ondrus
from The Death of an Unvirtuous Woman
Mary was three words:
termagant, virago, and
slatternly. The ten-inch
long corn knife delivered
her to the tar of words
slated for women. And
those words turned Mary
into pure pulp.

Trailed / Stephanie Belland
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Wood County News, 1882 / Suzanne Ondrus
from The Death of an Unvirtuous Woman
She was cut up,
lying in her bed
while Carl slept
in the shed.
The incident began Saturday night:
First stab
into her ear,
that perceived the babies’ colic
and scarlet fever wails.
A slice from
the side
of her mouth
out through her
cheek
that never was on a pillow
more than five hours.
He thrust
through and
through
creating
trenches.
She screamed,
pounded back.
With the corn knife, she could do
the corn fast, ten ears in three minutes.
He flayed
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her loud voice,
that called dinnertime five times
from the house to the farthest field,
to a whimper. Then he
stabbed
into
her brain,
Clicking off the cuts:
not enough money to go to the fair this year,
not enough money for a trip to Cleveland
not enough money to buy a new wagon.
and flung them
on the bedroom wall
along with,
a tuft
of snarled
hair.
Slovenly-Never took time to curl it. Praktisch.
Through and
through
her
he
ripped,
deep
into
her,
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taking
the termagant
and virago
out,
Varnishing the walls,
mirror,
floor
and
door
with blood
and letting
air
in.
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Tarred & Feathered by the Wood County News / Suzanne Ondrus
from The Death of an Unvirtuous Woman
Slovenly
like her stained dress
Virago
like a thousand pitchforks in her mouth
Termagant
like a tornado touching down
Slovenly,
Virago,
Termagant
Branded
Muddy boots,
Ripped clothes,
Stained shirts,
Gruff tones,
Harsh words,
Stern eyes and
Swift pushes
To her
Dead
Female
Flesh.
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Slovenly,
Virago,
Termagant
These three
Words
Boxed
Solid rules
Against
Female
steps

Author’s note:
These poems come from Suzanne's manuscript The Death of an Unvirtuous Woman. The Death of an Unvirtuous Woman is based on a
domestic violence case in Wood County, Ohio in 1881. Wood County, Ohio is an hour away from Toledo. Although this killing and domestic
violence took place over a hundred years ago, the cycle of violence continues today. Social, cultural, financial, and rigid gender role
pressures still contribute to domestic violence. This series of poems was inspired by the artifacts of this case that are on view in the Wood
County Historical Society museum--the noose, fingers, knife, & 1883 newspaper. These relics are also chronicled in Weird Ohio.
Carl and Mary Bach were both German immigrants. Mary Bach had filed for divorce. She did not want to sell the house that she co-bought
and owned, not signing the deed for Carl sell it. She was six months pregnant when Carl Bach murdered her with a 12-inch long, trenched
corn knife.
The 1883 newspaper The Wood County Sentinel victim blamed her: "Mary had not the most angelic of dispositions. She was stubborn and
head strong--a sort of termagant or virago at times, and was slothful and slatternly, almost filthy at times in her personal and house
keeping habits. This came out in the testimony at the trial." Termagant, virago, and slatternly are all derogatory words solely designated
for women.
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Repurposing the Work of the Abuser / Elaine Woo
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Citronella Tory / Janis Butler Holm
An Experiment in Sound
Citronella's loam fife wasn't slappy. Her weevil prep scissors and wicket prep mugger bade her glean and hook and lend the tire,
tweeting her as a merchant. They shook her prissy crows and stressed Citronella in bags. She jerked wrong and starred.
Sunday the bling of the blingdom renounced a squall, an importunity for his gun to treat flung linen and to use a life. Citronella's
dual prep scissors were to offend, but Citronella was taught aloud.
Pluckily, her furry sod mugger whelped her route. Tragically, the furry sod mugger churned a bumpkin to approach, churned lice to
soot gin, and churned Citronella's bags to a dutiful squall frown with crass flippers. She mourned Citronella: thumb lignite, the tragic
bends.
The dutifully stressed Citronella moved to see the gel of the squall. The bling's gun, the random squints, pranced with her tall
sweetening. At the smoke of lignite, she flurried astray--and glossed a crass flipper on the chalice preps.
Grinding the flipper, the random squints intimidated a station-fried lurch for the toner, the dutiful flung woolen of the squall, the
flung woolen he swished to vary. The chalice initials rocked on cores in the blingdom. Citronella's prep scissors lied to split their fleet into
the spiny flipper, skirting stem shelves in the progress, but the flu was taught a split.
Then Citronella lied on the flipper. When the flu split her brittle soot, reverie toddy was unglazed. Sullenly, the furry sod mugger
upreared and churned Citronella's bags to a mill store dutiful squall frown.
Bacon to the chalice and relieved by the random squints, Citronella constructed her elf disgrace. In grime, she was varied to the
sprints and sieved slappily clever laughter.
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Kailee / Jennifer Leider
s t r e t c h e s, limbs lanky
and splayed across the dorm mattress.
Sighs, content, with
her head nestled in the
triangle my thighs form
dirty blond waves unspooling
across my kneecap
tangled and perpetually damp.
Something in my chest aches
deep, foreign in its innocence
for this kid stroking the grey tufted whorls
of a nearly life-sized stuffed sheep
self-soothing as we watch The Last Five Years.
I lace my fingers through her
tangled crown of hair, unthreading knots
as she presses her sheep deeper
into the comma of her body
curling closer to me, to herself.
Safe. The both of us.

Nurture / Elaine Woo
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The Savior / Kika Dorsey
You wore red that day,
checkered flannel,
and red fires glowed in fireplace,
where we warmed our fingers
and mine then traced your red mouth.
You said your hunting was only sacrifice,
to put the red heart of elk on table.
You said your climbing ladders
was a way to hang me
on the red dawn of ambition,
that every father is dead,
every son a climber,
and I said I never chose to live with sacrifice,
and now all I know is loss.
I said, Hush,
my fingers tracing your lips,
wondering how the crucifix
you held in your pocket
showed no red blood,
its weathered wood smooth to my fingers
that slid down and took it out,
traced its dust,
and threw it into the red fire.
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Prism Poem / Heather Lee Rogers
Visiting Granny
through prisms of poetry
cut by shards
of darkness and light
in shadows
a feral retreat
a whispered decline
then the bright
glint of a smile
I remember and adore
we shimmer
two hearts break
so gently we can only
dance
in love
in pain
in memories
to strange time signatures
at once too slow
and much too fast.
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The Amazing Aphra Behn / Catherine Lee
Review of Reconstructing Aphra: Social Biography of Aphra Behn, by Angeline Goreau.
The Dial Press, New York, 1980.
If, in September 1666, the English King Charles II had acted upon intelligence he received
from his secret agent in Holland, Mrs. Aphra Behn, his naval fleet would not have been burned at
its moorings far up the Thames in June 1667 by the Dutch colluding with exiled British dissidents.
But no, the king and his ministers were preoccupied with wining, dining, wenching, and
other such expressions of their divine right. As Behn later reported to her biographer, “all the
encouragement [I] met with, was to be laughed at by the Minister [I] wrote to, and [my] letter
showed by way of a contempt.”
Behn had to borrow money to return to England, as her expense reimbursement cheques
never appeared despite repeated desperate entreaties to her royal employers. She reportedly
spent time in debtor’s prison as a result of the crown’s negligence.
But Aphra went on to write and produce 17 hit plays. As the author of poetry, translations,
and 13 novels, Behn may have a claim to being the first English woman to earn her living by
writing.
Behn’s first book is thought to have been Love-Letters Between a Nobleman and His Sister, a
three-volume, anonymously published epistolatory novel that appeared between 1684-1687. Her
authorship is disputed, despite the fact that Gerald Langbaine, in his 1691 Account of the English
Dramatick Poets, named Behn as its author. That would put Love-Letters in contention for
predating by some 30 years Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, published on April 25, 1719 and often
cited as the first novel written in English.
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Behn’s final novel Oroonoko: or, The Royal Slave, A True Story published in 1688, narrates
the tale of an enslaved African prince she’d supposedly met in the 1660s as a young woman living
in the colony of Surinam. This short piece was one of the first literary attacks on slavery, though
her unwavering support of Stuart monarchists loyal to the restored King Charles II was its
dominant political aim. Two-hundred years after publication, Oroonoko—and a later dramatic
adaptation by Thomas Southerne, Oroonoko: A Tragedy, staged in 1695 and published in 1696—
became best-sellers among American abolitionists.
Many of Aphra’s plays were comedies, and the butt of her satirical wisdom was often the
“fop”—what we nowadays might call a playboy, superfly, or hottie. This character served as the
spokesman for sexual liberation in England during the age that immediately followed a failed
attempt at Protestant moral and political reform. Her plays were hits because she used the same
themes everybody used—except everybody else was male. Behn’s plays, by contrast, used satire to
raise valid questions about the “battle of the sexes” that women seemed destined to lose.
Reconstructing Aphra is filled with fascinating tidbits about an incredible woman writer
whose achievements were for centuries considered too “immodest.” From her death in 1689
onward, Behn’s literary work was dismissed by academic historians as minor and lewd; her
character itself was defamed as morally depraved. A present-day reference, Allibone’s Critical
Dictionary of English Literature still echoes these sexist prognostications: “The licentiousness of
Mrs. Behn’s pen is a disgrace to her sex and the language. Pope, by no means fastidious, yet
rebukes Mrs. B in a well-known couplet: ‘The stage how loosely does Astrea tread, / Who fairly puts
all characters to bed.’ ”
“Astrea” was Aphra’s favored pen name, a reference to the Greek virgin goddess associated
with innocence, purity, and justice, who, legend says, will one day reinstate Earth’s original utopian
Golden Age. Biographer Goreau traces the attacks that dimmed and very nearly extinguished
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Behn’s literary reputation, and gives us a complete picture of Behn’s extraordinary life and the
times in which she lived.
Since publication of Goreau’s social biography in 1980, others—both feminist and
“objective”—have expressed renewed interest in this literary foremother. Today, Behn’s
groundbreaking writing has been reprinted, read, re-appreciated, and reimagined into derivative
literary pieces such as IMOINDA Or She Who Will Lose Her Name, by Grenada-born Joan Anim
Addo, Professor of Caribbean Literature and Culture at Goldsmiths, University of London. This
2008 “Play for Twelve Voices in Three Acts” brings Oroonoko’s tragic heroine, Imoinda, into focus.
Mrs. Aphra Behn dared to draw fire from outraged patriarchs with no support from a
women’s movement, which was not to emerge for another 300 years. As her heroines did in some
of the dramas she penned, Astrea may end up with the last laugh after all, by curtain call.

This review originally appeared in Sojourner 5(9) in July 1980.
Sojourner was a women’s newspaper based in Cambridge, MA, and founded by Lee.
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#metoo with reading glasses / Heather Lee Rogers

In the vision of my 40’s
stories held too close get blurred:
with strain I held that memory
too close against my heart
that time you were the worst
that story spoken daily
all alone inside my head
that time I told you no
that time you just
pretended not to hear
that time again I said it
but you still pretended deaf
this chapter in the book of me
I held too painful close too long
until the day my sisters
could no longer take it
yes we were done with taking it
with shouting all those NO’s
that went unheard
a female digital embrace
then reading through their stories
loosened up the grip of mine
where once it had been cauterized
again it burned up to weak eyes
until my sobs grew strong enough
to push that searing memory
that story held too close, too long
a breath away, just a little farther
from my old, still-healing heart.
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Ana Vidosavljevic is from Serbia currently living in Indonesia. Her collection of short stories Mermaids will be published by Adelaide
Books in September 2019, and a memoir Flower Thieves will be published by the same publishing house in April 2020. Feminism is the
beautiful movement that inspired the author to write many stories whose main characters are girls with interesting destinies, stories to
tell, experiences to share. Those female characters, through their stories, tend to inspire readers to take a stand for a better world where
gender equality does not mean that women and men need to become the same, but that their rights, responsibilities and opportunities will
not depend on whether they are born male or female.
In addition to founding the women’s newspaper Sojourner in which her reviews appeared, Catherine Lee founded and ran a jazz loft (later
nonprofit), Studio Red Top from 1978-1992, where she produced events that lauded women leaders. Lee also then began pairing words
percussively with jazz music. These days, Lee sits in “on poem” at jam sessions, reads at open poetry events, and creates multimedia pieces
archived on Soundcloud/jazz-cat-lee and VIMEO/jazzovation. Lee’s two handmade, signed, limited edition poetry chapbooks augmented
with music are for sale at Etsy/JazzOvationInn. Lee’s poem “If Walls Could Talk” appears during April 2019 on San Antonio city buses,
having won a VIA “Poetry on the Move” award.
Elaine Woo is a poet and emerging artist. She is the author of the poetry collections, Put Your Hand in Mine, Signature Editions, released
this Spring 2019 and Cycling with the Dragon, Nightwood Editions, 2014. She was drawn to feminism as a teen, despite the division of
labour quite democratic in her family of birth. Family emotional life was far from equitable. In the larger world, women, men, girls and
boys abused other women, men, girls, and boys. As a young woman and well into mid-life, Elaine faced emotional, sexual, and racist
harassment and coercion and physical assault. To that end, she asserts dominion in body, mind, and breath. Her creative works challenge
repression and the status quo.
Heather Lee Rogers keeps trying to figure out how women can make up 51% of the population yet the acceptable standard human
experience for mass consumption continues to be that of a tall white man. She has been published in Adanna Lit Journal, the Rat’s Ass
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write about her sex life whether you’re cool with that or not at heatherleerogerspoetry.com.
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appeared in small-press, national, and international magazines. Her plays have been produced in the U.S., Canada, and the U.K. Janis's
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Jennifer Leider is a 22 year old feminist, poet, and children’s book author. She loves writing about women in her life, and counts on her
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